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Soot particles are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and have impor-
tant climatic and health effects. The aging processes of soot during
long-range transport result in variability in its morphology, micro-
structure, and hygroscopic and optical properties, subsequently
leading to the modification of soot’s climatic and health effects. In
the present study the aging process of soot by molecular O2 under
simulated sunlight irradiation is investigated. Organic carbon com-
ponents on the surface of soot are found to play a key role in soot
aging and are transformed into oxygen-containing organic species
including quinones, ketones, aldehydes, lactones, and anhydrides.
These oxygen-containing species may become adsorption centers
of water and thus enhance the cloud condensation nuclei and ice
nuclei activities of soot. Under irradiation of 25 mW·cm−2, the
apparent rate constants (k1,obs) for loss or formation of species
on soot aged by 20% O2 were larger by factors of 1.5–3.5 than
those on soot aged by 100 ppb O3. Considering the abundance of
O2 in the troposphere and its higher photoreactivity rate, the pho-
tochemical oxidation by O2 under sunlight irradiation should be
a very important aging process for soot.

Soot, which originates from incomplete combustion, is a mix-
ture of elemental carbon and organic carbon (OC) com-

pounds (1, 2). It has been widely recognized that soot particles in
the atmosphere are partly responsible for global climate change.
For instance, the contribution of soot to global warming from the
direct absorption of solar radiation is estimated to be second
only to that of CO2 (3). Soot also contributes to regional climate
change and air quality; it has been associated with the increase in
droughts or floods in China over the past 20 y (4, 5) and with
haze formation over South Asia (6). Soot also poses a health risk
by causing and enhancing respiratory, cardiovascular, and aller-
gic diseases (7).
Once emitted into the atmosphere, soot undergoes aging pro-

cesses through the uptake of reactive gases, such as OH, O3, NO2,
NO3, N2O5, HNO3, and H2SO4 (8–17), and photochemical
reactions (18). The aging processes of soot may not only affect
the lifetime of some important gas-phase species, such as OH,
O3, and NO3 (8–10, 14), but also modify the morphology, micro-
structure, and hygroscopic and optical properties of soot aggre-
gates (19–22). At present, most studies have been focused on the
kinetics of trace gas-phase species reactions with soot. Although
large initial uptake coefficients for O3 or NO2 were measured in
the dark, a rapid deactivation was usually observed because of
the depletion of reactive sites (9, 11, 16, 23). Recently, it was
found that UV light can persistently enhance the uptake reaction
of NO2 and O3 on organic films or soot (24–28). This implies that
photoreactions for soot may also be important in the troposphere.
Compared with the uptake of gas-phase species by soot, however,
the modification of soot during the aging processes remains
unclear. A limited number of publications have studied changes
of the surface composition and microstructure of soot during re-
action with O3, NO2, and H2SO4 in the dark (2, 22, 29, 30). When
soot was exposed to O3 or NO2, oxygen-related species or nitrogen-
containing compounds were detected (2, 29, 30). Soot exposed to
H2SO4 exhibited a marked change in morphology along with an
increased fractal dimension and effective density (22). It should
be pointed out that in all of these previous works, the aging

processes focused only on the interactions between soot and
gaseous pollutants in the dark. In this study, we investigated the
aging process of soot resulting from photochemical oxidation by
molecular O2 and simulated sunlight. The photooxidation of sur-
face OC is found to explain the aging process of soot.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows the infrared spectra of fresh fuel-rich flame soot as
well as samples exposed to 20% O2 in air for 12 h in the dark and
under simulated sunlight irradiation. Little change was observed
between the spectra of the fresh soot and that exposed to O2 in
the dark. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. S1, almost no
changes were observed in the IR spectra for fuel-rich flame soot
during irradiation by simulated sunlight in the high-purity N2
atmosphere. However, the surface species changed dramatically
when the fresh soot was exposed to O2 and simulated sunlight
(25 mW·cm−2) for 12 h. The bands at 3,286 and 3,038 cm−1,
which were assigned to the stretching vibrations of alkyne C-H
(≡C-H) and aromatic C-H (Ar-H) (30–33), respectively, de-
creased noticeably under irradiation. At the same time, a prom-
inent increase in the intensities of the bands at 1,720, 1,591, and
1,241 cm−1 indicates the formation of several oxygen-containing
species, such as carbonyl C=O and ether C-O (2, 30, 31, 34).
These results definitely demonstrate that sunlight can signifi-
cantly enhance the heterogeneous reactions of soot with O2.
Fig. 2A shows the temporal changes of the IR spectra in the

range of 1,800–1,500 cm−1 for the fuel-rich flame soot sample
during photooxidation by O2. The peaks at 1,591 and 1,628 cm−1

were related to carbonyl C=O conjugated to an aromatic ring
(Ar-C=O), such as aromatic aldehyde, aromatic ketone, and
aromatic quinone (2, 31, 32). The bands at 1,714 and 1,680 cm−1

originated from ketone and aldehyde C=O stretching, respec-
tively (2). The peak around 1,734 and 1,772 cm−1 was assigned to
C=O stretching of lactone or anhydride species (2, 32). The
curve-fitting results are summarized in Fig. S2. Fig. 2B shows the
dynamic changes of the integrated areas for bands at 1,772, 1,734,
1,714, 1,680, 1,628, and 1,591 cm−1. The integrated areas of lac-
tone or anhydride (1,772 and 1,734 cm−1), ketone (1,714 cm−1),
aldehyde (1,680 cm−1) and Ar-C=O (1,628 and 1,591 cm−1)
continuously grew with time as soot was exposed to O2 and ir-
radiated by simulated sunlight. These results demonstrate that
oxygen-containing species can be formed in this reaction and
their surface concentrations increase with aging time, leading to
an increase in the O/C atomic ratio of soot.
It is well recognized that incomplete combustion can produce

a broad range of organic compounds like saturated and unsat-
urated hydrocarbons, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
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and partially oxidized organics (2, 13, 31, 35, 36). Adsorbed OC
was also found on the surface of soot (2, 13, 21). According to the
methods described by Daly et al. (2), the amount of condensed
OC on the fuel-rich flame soot in this study was directly mea-
sured to be 6.0 wt % using thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)
(Fig. S3). To clarify the role of OC in the photochemical aging

process of soot discussed above, the fuel-rich flame soot was
preheated at 300 °C in nitrogen to remove the condensed OC. As
shown in Fig. S4, the photochemical reactivity decreased drastically,
as indicated by only slight changes in the spectra when the
sample was exposed to O2 under simulated sunlight irradiation.
This suggests that OC was the main contributor to the photo-
chemical aging process of soot by O2. The dried fuel-rich flame
soot residues after being extracted by n-hexane also showed a
very low reactivity, as shown in Fig. 3A, in which only very weak
peaks related to carbonyl C=O in the range of 1,800–1,500 cm−1

were observed during photochemical reaction. Fig. 3B illustrates
the photochemical oxidation of the extracts mentioned above.
Clearly, when exposed to O2 and irradiated by simulated sun-
light, the extracts gave the same products as those produced on
the fresh fuel-rich flame soot under the same reaction con-
ditions. Therefore, we can conclude that the photochemical
aging of soot by O2 results from the photochemical reaction of
OC on the surface of soot particles.
The compositions of the n-hexane extracts were further iden-

tified using GC-MS. As shown in Fig. 4, the extracts mainly con-
tain PAHs (such as anthracene, phenanthrene, fluoranthene,
pyrene, and chrysene) and some unidentified components. The
amount of PAHs with lower molecular weight, such as phenan-
threne, anthracene, 4H-lyclopenta[def]phenanthrene, and 2-phe-
nylnaphthalene, decreased after the oxidation of soot under
irradiation (Fig. 4A), whereas little change for PAHs with higher
molecular weight was observed under the same conditions (Fig.
4B). This suggests that PAHs with low molecular weight con-
tributed the most to the photochemical aging of soot by O2.
Although aliphatic hydrocarbons were not detected using GC-
MS, loss of the peak at 3,286 cm−1 in the IR spectra was ob-
served, suggesting that aliphatic hydrocarbons can also take part

Fig. 1. ATR-IR spectra of fresh fuel-rich flame soot and samples exposed to
20% O2 in air for 12 h in the dark and under simulated sunlight irradiation.

Fig. 2. (A) Temporal changes of in situ ATR-IR spectra in the range 1,800–
1,500 cm−1 for the fuel-rich flame soot sample during photooxidation by
20% O2. (B) Temporal changes in the integrated areas of peaks at 1,772,
1,734, 1,714, 1,680, 1,628, and 1,591 cm−1.

Fig. 3. Reactivity of the dried residues (A) and n-hexane extractants (B) of
fuel-rich flame soot.
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in the photochemical aging reaction of soot with O2. The oxy-
genated and more polar compounds originating from the oxi-
dation and combustion processes were not probed by GC-MS
analysis. This may be ascribed to the method of obtaining OC by
ultrasonic extraction using n-hexane, which should mainly extract
nonpolar components. According to IR analysis, however, Fig. 2
clearly exhibits the formation of various oxygenated and more
polar compounds, including aldehydes, ketones, quinones, lac-
tones, and anhydrides, during the photochemical aging process
of soot by O2.
It is well recognized that PAHs can absorb sunlight in the

visible (400–700 nm) and the UV regions (290–400 nm) of the
solar spectrum due to their extensive π-orbital system (37). It has
also been found that PAHs (anthracene, phenanthrene, fluo-
ranthene, and pyrene) are good acceptors of singlet molecular
oxygen, which can then react by an energy transfer mechanism
followed by decomposition of thermally unstable peroxide prod-
ucts and formation of various aromatic aldehydes, acids, and
quinones (37–41). Some PAHs, such as fluorene, are not good
acceptors of singlet molecular oxygen but readily undergo pho-
tolysis at the solid–air interface by an electron transfer mecha-
nism (42). Therefore, it can be postulated that the consumption
of PAHs on soot should be related to these processes. Further-
more, oxygenated aromatic compounds such as anthraquinones
and aromatic carbonyls, which are generated directly by combus-
tion processes and upon PAHs oxidation, are well-known photo-
sensitizers and thus induce the photodegradation of aliphatic
hydrocarbons (43).
Combustion conditions, in particular the fuel/oxygen ratio, have

an important influence on the composition and properties of
soot (12, 24, 44). We also studied the effect of fuel/oxygen
ratio on the photoreactivity of soot. Compared with fresh fuel-rich
flame soot, fresh fuel-lean flame soot exhibited a stronger peak
at 1,591 cm−1 for Ar-C=O and one weaker peak at 3,038 cm−1

for Ar-H (Fig. S5). The peak at 3,286 cm−1 related to alkyne
(≡C-H) for fuel-lean flame soot disappeared. The integrated area
ratio (AAr-C=O/AAr-H), which reflects the surface oxidation states of
soot, increased from 0.36 to 1.10 when the fuel/oxygen ratio de-
creased from 0.18 to 0.10. Higher oxygen content in soot produced
at lower fuel/oxygen ratio was also detected using elemental
analysis by Stadler et al. (12). Fig. 5 shows the photochemical

reaction results of the fuel-lean flame soot (the fuel/oxygen ratio
was 0.10). However, only one new peak around 1,720 cm−1 was
observed, whereas other peak intensities remained approximately
unchanged under the reaction conditions. As discussed above,
the photooxidation of soot by O2 mainly produces oxygen-related
functional groups. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the fuel-
lean flame soot should exhibit a lower photochemical reactivity,
because the sites with high photochemical reactivity on the
sample surface should have been consumed during combustion.
The consumption of reactive sites was supported by the higher
AAr-C=O/AAr-H for the fuel-lean flame soot. Additionally, the
content of OC on fuel-lean flame soot was only 3.1 wt %, which
is equivalent to half of that on the fuel-rich flame soot (Fig. S3).
These results suggest that OC content and its oxidation state play
a key role in the photochemical process of soot with O2.
The evolution of the surface concentration of carbonyl com-

pounds (Ar-C=O and C=O), aromatic compounds (Ar-H), and
aliphatic hydrocarbons (≡C-H) on soot upon irradiation as
a function of O2 content was exponential in reaction time (Fig.
S6), which suggests that the reactions are reasonably described
by pseudofirst-order kinetics. Therefore, the experimental data
were fit using a pseudofirst-order exponential function as shown
in Eq. 1,

ln
��
At � Ap

���
A0 � Ap

��
= � k1;obst [1]

where At is the peak area at a given time t, A0 is the initial peak
area, Ap is the peak area at the plateau shown in Fig. S6, and k1,obs
is the apparent rate constant of the pseudofirst-order reaction.
Fig. S7 shows a linear correlation between the natural logarithm
of peak area and irradiation time, confirming the first-order re-
action nature of Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H species. By
comparing their k1,obs, it was evident that Ar-H and ≡C-H
exhibited higher reaction rates, which were larger than that of
carbonyl groups (Ar-C=O and C=O). This can be ascribed to
the formation of other oxygen-containing species, such as ether
(C-O, 1,241 cm−1). For Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H, the
correlation between their k1,obs and the O2 concentration can be
explained using the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism (Fig. 6).
Thus, the kmax

I of Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H are 4.2 × 10−2,
2.1 × 10−2, 3.1 × 10−2, and 3.8 × 10−2·min−1, respectively.
As another important oxidant in the atmosphere, O3 plays a

significant role in atmospheric chemistry. To understand the rel-
ative importance of the photochemical aging of soot by O2,

Fig. 4. Total ion chromatogram of the n-hexane extracts of fresh fuel-rich
flame soot and that oxidized by 20% O2 under simulated sunlight irradiation;
(A) total ion chromatogram between 15.2 and 18.2 min of retention time; (B)
total ion chromatogram between 19.5 and 29.5 min of retention time.

Fig. 5. ATR-IR spectra of fuel-lean flame soot exposed to 20% O2 and simu-
lated sunlight for 12 h.
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heterogeneous reactions between fuel-rich flame soot and 100
ppb O3 were also investigated in the dark and under irradiation.
It was noticed that the products during aging of soot by 100 ppb
O3 were the same as those in the reaction of soot with 20% O2
under irradiation (Fig. S8). As shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1, the
k1,obs of Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H on soot aged by 20%
O2 was larger by factors of 3.0–5.0 than those on soot aged by
100 ppb O3 in the dark, whereas it was larger by factors of 1.5–3.5
than those on soot aged by 100 ppb O3 under irradiation of
25 mW·cm−2. The average O3 concentration in the atmosphere is
30 ppb (45), which is far less than that used in this study. On the
other hand, it should be pointed out that previous studies have
observed that O3 led to much more vigorous oxidation of con-
densed phase, removing OC from soot by oxidation and vola-
tilization (28, 46). However, little OC is lost from soot during the
photo-aging by O2 (SI Materials and Methods, Loss of OC). These
results suggest that O3 and O2 affect the atmospherically relevant

properties of soot differently. Under the light, O3 should lead to
more loss of OC and a more hydrophobic surface of aged soot,
whereas O2 leads to little loss of OC with an increase in the O/C
atomic ratio and a more hydrophilic surface. Under atmospheric
conditions, therefore, these are counteracting effects with differ-
ent influences on atmospheric life and cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) activity of soot.
The sunlight-enhanced atmospheric aging of soot by O2 may

alter the atmospheric properties of soot, such as reactivity, CCN,
or ice nuclei (IN) activity, optical properties, and photochemis-
try, as outlined below.

i) Reactivity: During the photochemical aging process by O2,
consumption of active components, including ≡C-H and Ar-
H, can reduce the reactivity of soot toward the uptake of
oxidizing gases such as OH, O3, NO2, NO3, N2O5, and HNO3
(8–16), thus affecting the tropospheric chemistry of these species.

ii) CCN or IN activity: As shown in Fig. 2, formation of various
polar oxygen-containing species increases the hydrophilicity of
soot (19, 47), which can enhance its ability to act as CCN or
IN. It has been reported that elevated CCN levels can increase
the cloud droplet concentration and updraft velocity but re-
duce the mean droplet size, leading to suppressed coalescence
and warm rain but efficient mixed-phase precipitation (48).

iii) Optical properties and photochemistry: Soot also plays a sig-
nificant role in radiative balance by strongly absorbing and
scattering solar radiation at UV and visible wavelengths (49,
50), which are relevant to the photolysis rates of many oxidants
(50, 51). Zhang and colleagues (50, 51) found that soot can
reduce the photolysis frequencies of O3 and NO2 by absorbing
sunlight, leading to a reduction in the concentration of HOx
and O3. However, the optical properties of soot greatly depend
upon its morphology, composition, and structure (21, 22, 52,
53). Thus modification of soot during the photochemical aging
process by O2 may significantly alter its optical properties,
resulting in changes in the effects of soot on the photochemistry
of some atmospheric oxidants. As shown in Fig. S9, the oxi-
dized soot exhibited larger absorbance than fresh soot in the
range of 200–700 nm in UV-vis spectra. This may lead to more

Fig. 6. Plot of apparent rate constant (k1,obs) vs. oxygen molecule
concentration.

Fig. 7. Comparison of kinetics of Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H for oxidized fuel-rich flame soot (20% O2) and ozonized fuel-rich flame soot (100 ppb O3) in
the dark and under simulated sunlight.
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significant decreases in the photolysis rates of oxidants such as
O3 and NO2. Certainly, the environmental and health effects
of oxidized soot need to be further studied in the future.

Conclusions
Sunlight drastically enhances the aging process of soot by O2,
accompanied with the formation of oxygen-containing com-
pounds, such as ketones, aldehydes, quinones, lactones, and
anhydrides. Soot heated to 300 °C and dried soot residues ex-
tracted with n-hexane show low reactivity toward O2, suggesting
that the components active toward photooxidation should be OC
rather than the carbon skeleton in soot. On the basis of IR
spectra and GC-MS results, we can assume that photolysis of
various PAHs with low molecular weight and aliphatic hydro-
carbons contribute to the photochemical oxidation of soot. The
fuel/oxygen ratio can significantly modify the reactivity of soot by
influencing the OC content and degree of surface oxidation of
soot. The functional groups Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H
show pseudofirst-order reaction kinetics with O2, and the re-
lationship between their k1,obs and the O2 concentration within
6.0 × 1018 molecule cm−3 follows the Langmuir-Hinshelwood
mechanism. Under irradiation of 25 mW cm−2, the k1,obs of
Ar-C=O, C=O, Ar-H, and ≡C-H on soot aged by 20% O2 was
larger factors of 1.5–3.5 than that by 100 ppb O3.

Materials and Methods
Soot Production. Soot particles were produced by burning n-hexane (AR,
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co.) in a coflow diffusion burner. This coflow
burner consisted of a diffusion flame that was maintained in an airflow,
which was controlled by mass flow meters to regulate the fuel/oxygen ratio.
The fuel was fed by a cotton wick extending into the liquid fuel reservoir.
The airflow with a range of O2 content from 21.5% to 32.5% was a mixture
of high-purity oxygen and nitrogen. The combustion conditions were
expressed as the molar ratio of the consumed fuel (measured by the mass of
consumed n-hexane) to the introduced oxygen (obtained from the entrained
airflow volume) during the combustion process. The fuel/oxygen ratio was in
the range of 0.18–0.10. Thus, soot obtained at a fuel/oxygen ratio of 0.18 and
0.10 was relatively identified as “fuel-rich” flame soot and “fuel-lean” flame
soot, respectively.

Photochemical Reaction. The in situ attenuated total internal reflection in-
frared (ATR-IR) spectra were recorded using a NEXUS 6700 (Thermo Nicolet
Instrument Corp.) Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer equipped
with a high-sensitivity mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector cooled by
liquid N2. Soot particles from the diffusion flame were directly deposited on
the ZnSe crystal of the ATR-IR cell. The ATR-IR cell was sealed with quartz
glass, through which soot was irradiated by a xenon lamp (500 W) having
a continuous emission in the 350- to 700-nm range and a dominant wave-
length at 480 nm. Light of the xenon lamp was transmitted by the optical
fiber, which was located at 10 cm over the soot samples. Thus, total irradi-
ance of light was 25 mW·cm−2 at the soot surface. During the irradiation the
ozone concentration was lower than the detection limit (1.5 ppb) of the
ozone monitor (Model 202, 2B Technologies). Before the reaction, soot was
purged with 100 mL·min−1 N2 at 298 K until the infrared spectrum was un-
changed (ca. 1 h, shown in Fig. S1). Then, a mixture of high-purity oxygen
and nitrogen was introduced into the ATR-IR cell. The spectra of soot were
recorded (100 scans, 4-cm−1 resolution) using the blank ZnSe as reference.
Infrared spectra remained unchanged when soot was irradiated for 12 h in
high-purity N2 (Fig. S1).

To examine the reactivity and composition of the organic fraction of soot,
fresh fuel-rich flame soot was heated to 300 °C in nitrogen to evaporate OC
without modifying the bulk elemental carbon (2). Soot particles after
treatment were ultrasonically dispersed in H2O and then deposited on the
ZnSe crystal. The soot was purged with 100 mL·min−1 N2 until the peaks of
H2O were not observed, and then a mixture of high-purity oxygen and ni-
trogen was introduced. In addition, ultrasonic extraction of fresh fuel-rich
flame soot was performed in n-hexane, which has a low boiling point and
shows no reactivity to O2 under simulated sunlight. The extraction was
performed for 10 min in the dark to avoid the oxidation of the organic
components. Subsequently, oxidation of the extracts was examined in the
ATR-IR cell after evaporation of the solvent. The reaction of the soot resi-
dues was also observed using in situ ATR-IR.

Methods. Thermal gravimetric analysis. The OC content of soot samples was
investigated by thermal desorption using a commercial TG instrument (TGA/
DSC1/HT1600, Mettler-Toledo). The amount of OC lost from the soot was
recorded when the temperature was ramped from 30 to 300 °C at 10 °C·min−1

in nitrogen flow.
GC-MS analysis. The chemical composition of the extracts was also analyzed by
GC-MS according to the following parameters: column HP 5MS (internal
diameter 0.25 mm, length 30 m, film thickness 0.25 μm), injection volume
1 μL, inlet temperature 553 K, interface temperature 553 K, with the fol-
lowing temperature program: hold for 1 min at 333 K; increase temperature
to 473 K at 10 K·min−1; hold for 5 min at 473 K; increase temperature to
493 K at 5 K·min−1; hold for 5 min at 493 K; increase temperature to 553 K
at 5 K·min−1; hold for 10 min at 553 K.
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